UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20580

Office of Policy Planning
Bureau of Economics
Bureau of Competition

March 9, 2016
The Hon. Mike Pushkin
West Virginia House of Delegates
Room 150R, Building 1
State Capitol Complex
Charleston, WV 25305

Re: West Virginia Senate Bill 597
Dear Delegate Pushkin:
The staffs of the Federal Trade Commission’s Office of Policy Planning, Bureau
of Competition, and Bureau of Economics (“FTC staff” or “staff”) 1 appreciate the
opportunity to respond to your invitation to comment on West Virginia Senate Bill 597
(“S. 597” or the “Bill”), 2 particularly the provisions relating to the federal antitrust laws.
The Bill includes numerous provisions regarding the goals and organization of
health care regulation in West Virginia, and this comment does not address most of these
provisions. FTC staff recognize the state’s important interest in the health and well-being
of its citizens, and we do not seek to suggest to West Virginia a preferred balance of
health, safety, and other policy priorities. Neither do we express opinions on the
organization of regulatory agencies by which the legislature might try to achieve such a
balance.
FTC staff write to express strong concerns about the competitive implications of
two sets of provisions in the Bill: provisions regarding certain “cooperative agreements” 3
between health care providers; and provisions purporting to confer “exemptions” from
federal antitrust laws on health care providers. 4
The drafters of those provisions appear to share our interest in the competitive
effects of such cooperative agreements, and also appear to acknowledge the relevance of
policy statements and antitrust guidance issued by the FTC (or jointly by the FTC and the
U.S. Department of Justice, collectively, “the Antitrust Agencies” or the “Agencies”).
The Agencies and their staffs have been clear and consistent in recognizing that many
collaborations among health care providers can be efficient and beneficial. We are
concerned, however, that the relevant provisions of the Bill reflect mistaken beliefs about
the antitrust laws and the value of competition among health care providers. If enacted,
these provisions will very likely benefit only certain providers, and will do so by harming
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health care competition and health care consumers in West Virginia. These provisions
may also tend to decrease the quality of health care services in West Virginia. Our main
concerns are as follows:

I.

•

First, the antitrust laws permit health care collaborations that benefit
consumers. As the federal Antitrust Agencies have explained, many
competitor collaborations – including health care provider collaborations
and mergers –are efficient and procompetitive, and are therefore lawful.

•

Second, because the antitrust laws already permit procompetitive health
care collaborations, the Bill’s main effect would be to foster precisely
those mergers and collective negotiations that would not generate
efficiencies and therefore would not pass muster under the antitrust laws.
Therefore, the collaborative agreements contemplated by the Bill would
likely increase health care costs, diminish incentives to improve quality,
and decrease access to health care services for West Virginia consumers.
Interest and Experience of the Federal Trade Commission

Congress has charged the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC” or “Commission”)
with enforcing the Federal Trade Commission Act, which prohibits unfair methods of
competition and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce. 5 The FTC
also enforces Section 7 of the Clayton Act, which prohibits transactions that may
substantially lessen competition or tend to create a monopoly. 6 Competition is at the core
of America’s economy, 7 and vigorous competition among sellers in an open marketplace
gives consumers the benefits of lower prices, higher quality goods and services, greater
access to goods and services, and innovation. 8 Pursuant to its statutory mandate, the FTC
seeks to identify business practices and governmental laws and regulations that may
impede competition without also providing countervailing benefits to consumers.
Because of the importance of health care competition to the economy and
consumer welfare, anticompetitive conduct in health care markets has long been a key
focus of FTC law enforcement, 9 research, 10 and advocacy. 11 Of particular relevance, the
Commission and its staff have long advocated against federal and state legislative
proposals that seek to create antitrust exemptions for collective negotiations by health
care providers, as such exemptions are likely to harm consumers. 12
II.

Senate Bill 597

As noted above, the Bill includes a variety of provisions regarding the goals and
organization of health care regulation in West Virginia. This comment focuses on a
limited number of those provisions. FTC staff are concerned about the potential
competitive implications of the Bill’s “cooperative agreements” and its provisions
purporting to confer “exemptions” from federal antitrust laws.
With respect to exemptions, the Bill asserts that,
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Actions of the authority shall be exempt from antitrust action under state
and federal antitrust laws. Any actions of hospitals and health care
providers under the authority’s jurisdiction, when made in compliance
with orders, directives, rules, approvals or regulations issued or
promulgated by the authority, shall likewise be exempt. Health care
providers shall be subject to the antitrust guidelines of the federal trade
commission and the department of justice. 13
Thus, the Bill apparently seeks to confer an exemption from the antitrust laws on
“any” actions by hospitals and other health care providers that fall under the jurisdiction
of the newly constituted West Virginia Health Care Authority (the “Authority”) and
comply with the Authority’s regulations or administrative decisions.
Proposed Section 16-29B-28 contemplates “cooperative agreements” – including,
but not limited to, mergers and acquisitions – among health care providers, as long as one
of the providers is “a teaching hospital which is a member of an academic medical
center.” 14 The other party or parties to the cooperative agreement need be only “one or
more other hospitals, or other health care providers.” 15 These cooperative agreements
presumably would vary widely depending on the parties, and might broadly contemplate
“the sharing, allocation, consolidation by merger or other combination of assets, or
referral of patients, personnel, instructional programs, support services, and facilities or
medical, diagnostic, or laboratory facilities or procedures or other services traditionally
offered by hospitals or other health care providers.” 16
According to the Bill, such agreements are supposed to be desirable “if the likely
benefits of such agreements outweigh any disadvantages attributable to a reduction in
competition.” 17 In particular,
[T]he goal of any cooperative agreement would be to:
(A) Improve access to care;
(B) Advance health status;
(C) Target regional health issues;
(D) Promote technological advancement;
(E) Ensure accountability of the cost of care;
(F) Enhance academic engagement in regional health;
(G) Preserve and improve medical education opportunities;
(H) Strengthen the workforce for health-related careers; and
(I) Improve health entity collaboration and regional integration, where
appropriate. 18
In addition, the Bill stipulates various ways in which such cooperative
agreements and antitrust exemptions should comply with competition guidance
and policy statements issued by the Antitrust Agencies. For example,
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[i]f the cooperative agreement involves a combination of hospitals
through merger, consolidation or acquisition, the qualified hospital
must have been awarded a certificate of need for the project by the
authority . . . . [and] [i]n reviewing a certificate of need application
the authority shall give deference to the policy statements of the
Federal Trade Commission. 19
Moreover, as noted above, the provision that purports to confer an exemption
from the antitrust laws on health care providers stipulates that those providers
“shall be subject to the antitrust guidelines of the federal trade commission and
the department of justice.” 20
III.

The Bill Is Unnecessary Because the Antitrust Laws Already Permit
Efficient Health Care Collaborations

The Bill assumes that antitrust laws prohibit efficient health care mergers,
acquisitions, and collaborations to the detriment of health care and consumers in West
Virginia. That assumption is simply and categorically wrong.
FTC staff recognize that cooperation among competing health care providers
often can benefit competition and health care consumers. The stated ends of the Bill’s
“cooperative agreements” are not objectionable and may often be the welcome results of
robust provider competition. We nonetheless have two basic concerns about the
“cooperative agreement” provisions. First, to the extent that federal and state antitrust
laws already apply to such cooperative agreements, and to the extent that West Virginia
certificate of need laws already apply to entry or expansion by health care providers, the
need for new regulatory oversight of such cooperative agreements is unclear. It is,
potentially, an undue additional regulatory barrier to procompetitive agreements. Second,
to the extent that the Bill purports to confer antitrust immunity on such cooperative
agreements, as well as other entities and conduct subject to the jurisdiction of the
Authority, the combined effect of the cooperative agreement provisions and the
exemption provisions seems, if anything, both unnecessary and likely harmful.
The antitrust laws already recognize, and have long stood for the proposition, that
competitor collaborations can be procompetitive. As explained in numerous sources of
guidance issued by the Antitrust Agencies, 21 this position extends to collaborations – or
“cooperative agreements” – among competing health care providers. For example,
statements issued jointly by the Agencies recognize that, “[n]ew arrangements and
variations on existing arrangements involving joint activity by health care providers
continue to emerge to meet consumers’, purchasers’, and payors’ desire for more efficient
delivery of high quality health care services.” 22 More recently, FTC officials have
emphasized that
[t]he FTC supports the key aims of health care reform, and . . .
recognize[s] that collaborative and innovative arrangements among
providers can reduce costs, improve quality, and benefit
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consumers. But these goals are best achieved when there is healthy
competition in provider markets fostering the sort of dynamic,
high-quality, and innovative health care that practitioners seek and
patients deserve. 23
With respect to mergers in particular, the Horizontal Merger Guidelines issued
jointly by the Antitrust Agencies recognize that merger-generated efficiencies “may
result in lower prices, improved quality, enhanced service, or new products.” 24 Those
efficiencies are assessed in merger investigations and weighed against the potential
anticompetitive harm stemming from a merger or acquisition. For those reasons, and
because many mergers do not threaten competition, the Agencies have challenged very
few of the thousands of health care provider mergers, joint ventures, and other types of
collaborations that have occurred in recent years, and have “brought those challenges
only after rigorous analysis of market conditions showed that the acquisition was likely to
substantially lessen competition.” 25 These outcomes confirm that the antitrust laws
already balance likely benefits and competitive harms, as suggested by S. 597, and
therefore already accomplish many of the Bill’s objectives.
Moreover, the goals of antitrust law are consistent with the policy goals of
fostering the integration of health care via collaboration among health care providers
through, for example, the formation of Accountable Care Organizations. 26 Despite what
some health care industry participants have claimed, the antitrust laws do not prohibit the
kinds of collaboration necessary to achieve the health care reforms contemplated by the
Affordable Care Act and other policy initiatives. 27 Specifically, antitrust is not a barrier
to West Virginia health care providers that seek to form procompetitive collaborative
arrangements that are likely to reduce costs and benefit health care consumers through
increased efficiency and improved coordination of care.
IV.

Conferring Market Power on Otherwise Competing Health Care Providers
Poses a Substantial Risk of Consumer Harm

FTC staff understand that West Virginia may take particular interest in its
academic medical centers. Still, given that antitrust law allows efficient collaborations
among health care providers, FTC staff are deeply concerned that the Bill would mainly
serve to encourage mergers and conduct that likely would not pass muster under the
antitrust laws because they would reduce competition, raise prices, diminish incentives to
improve quality, and provide relatively small or no benefits to consumers.
Even though the “cooperative agreements” contemplated by the Bill are supposed
to include a teaching hospital, they also would include “one or more other hospitals, or
other health care providers,” independent of any teaching mission those other providers
might or might not share. 28 Hence, any competitive harm inflicted by such agreements
might originate from the loss of competition between two or more other hospitals, or
other health care providers, and the effects might spread well beyond a teaching hospital.
Any effort to shield such harmful conduct from antitrust enforcement – including
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attempts to confer state action immunity – is likely to harm West Virginia’s health care
consumers, including patients as well as both public and private third-party payors.
In its 2007 report, the Congressionally established, bipartisan Antitrust
Modernization Commission 29 succinctly stated a widely recognized proposition:
“[t]ypically, antitrust exemptions create economic benefits that flow to small,
concentrated interest groups, while the costs of the exemption are widely dispersed,
usually passed on to a large population of consumers through higher prices, reduced
output, lower quality and reduced innovation.” 30 In other words, antitrust exemptions
threaten broad consumer harm while benefitting only certain market participants.
Yet, health care providers repeatedly have sought antitrust immunity for various
forms of joint conduct, including agreements on the prices they will accept from payors,
asserting that immunity for joint bargaining is necessary to “level the playing field” so
that providers can create and exercise countervailing market power. 31 In a 2004 report on
health care competition, the Antitrust Agencies jointly responded to and countered this
argument:
Some physicians have lobbied heavily for an antitrust exemption to allow
independent physicians to bargain collectively. They argue that payors
have market power, and that collective bargaining will enable physicians
to exercise countervailing market power. The Agencies have consistently
opposed these exemptions, because they are likely to harm consumers by
increasing costs without improving quality of care. The Congressional
Budget Office estimated that proposed federal legislation to exempt
physicians from antitrust scrutiny would increase expenditures on private
health insurance by 2.6 percent and increase direct federal spending on
health care programs such as Medicaid by $11.3 billion.32
The Bill under consideration in West Virginia seeks to immunize, and thereby
potentially promote, precisely this form of anticompetitive collaboration between
health care providers.
V.

Antitrust Exemptions That Immunize Otherwise Anticompetitive Conduct
Pose a Substantial Risk of Consumer Harm and Are Disfavored

The U.S. Supreme Court recently reiterated its long-standing position that, “given
the antitrust laws’ values of free enterprise and economic competition, ‘state-action
immunity is disfavored.’” 33 As the Court recognized, this general principle applies with
equal force in the health care industry, where consumers benefit from vigorous
competition, and where anticompetitive conduct can cause significant harm. 34 As
discussed above, antitrust law permits many forms of procompetitive collaborations
among health care providers. Antitrust law also serves the important function of
protecting health care consumers from pernicious forms of joint conduct, which is why
antitrust immunity for otherwise anticompetitive provider collaborations is likely to harm
consumers.
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VI.

Conclusion

Competitor collaborations, mergers, and acquisitions, can be procompetitive,
benefitting patients and payors alike. Interest in such “cooperative agreements” among
health care providers is understandable and, indeed, important. As we have explained,
however, both in this comment and in numerous and detailed guidance documents, the
antitrust laws already permit efficient and pro-consumer collaborations among competing
health care providers, and already permit efficient and pro-consumer mergers. The Bill’s
apparent attempt to confer antitrust immunity is, therefore, unnecessary for legitimate
collaborations and, if effective, would encourage groups of private health care providers
to engage in blatantly anticompetitive conduct.
In summary, FTC staff are concerned that this legislation is likely to foster
mergers and conduct that are anticompetitive, inconsistent with federal antitrust law and
policy, and liable to cause serious harm to West Virginia health care consumers.
We appreciate your consideration of these issues.

Respectfully submitted,

Marina Lao, Director
Office of Policy Planning

Ginger Jin, Director
Bureau of Economics

Markus H. Meier, Acting Deputy Director
Bureau of Competition
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